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Abstract—Reinforcement learning is now an acknowledged approach for optimising the interaction strategy of spoken dialogue
systems. If the first considered algorithms were quite basic (like
SARSA), recent works concentrated on more sophisticated methods. More attention has been paid to off-policy learning, dealing
with the exploration-exploitation dilemma, sample efficiency or
handling non-stationarity. New algorithms have been proposed
to address these issues and have been applied to dialogue
management. However, each algorithm often solves a single issue
at a time, while dialogue systems exhibit all the problems at
once. In this paper, we propose to apply the Kalman Temporal
Differences (KTD) framework to the problem of dialogue strategy
optimisation so as to address all these issues in a comprehensive
manner with a single framework. Our claims are illustrated
by experiments led on two real-world goal-oriented dialogue
management frameworks, DIPPER and HIS.
Index Terms—Spoken Dialogue System, Dialogue Management, Reinforcement Learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spoken Dialogue Systems (SDSs) allow the interaction
between humans and computers by means of speech. Although
several dialogue types exist (social, chats, etc.), this paper
focuses on goal-oriented dialogues where the user is helped
by the machine to achieve a goal. Most often, the goal
is to retrieve some information (ticket booking, assistance,
appointment scheduling, etc.). Although the use of dialogue
systems becomes more and more common today, the user
experience remains quite frustrating at times. In order to
improve the quality of this experience, the dialogue should
be efficient (providing the right information at an appropriate
time) and natural (acting in the appropriate manner with a
human).
A central component of the SDS is the Dialogue Manager
(DM). Provided the current dialogue context (that can include
the history of the dialogue, some external information like
database hits, etc.), the dialogue manager must decide what to
say next to the user. The ultimate goal is to provide the required information through natural interactions. This problem
is made difficult by the fact that the available information is
the output of speech processing components (such as speech
recognition and understanding modules), which are errorprone. Moreover, the variability induced by the interaction
with several users increases the difficulty of building such a
component.
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Therefore, the DM has to take decisions based on uncertain
dialogue contexts in order to eventually achieve a goal. This
is actually the definition of a sequential decision making
problem under uncertainty. Dialogue management has first
been described as such in the mid ’90s [1]. To do so, the DM
problem is cast into a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [2].
This is a mathematical framework allowing the computation or
the learning of an optimal mapping between situations and actions. This mapping is called a policy. This framework comes
from the optimal control theory and we consider thus the
decision making process as a control problem. A probabilistic
description of the task, which requires the knowledge of some
parameters is made. If some of those parameters are unknown,
the reinforcement learning (RL) paradigm [3] provides some
approximate solutions to the problem of policy optimisation.
The DM is seen as an agent which has to interact with its
environment (the human user here) in order to maximise some
expected cumulative discounted reward. This reward is ideally
provided only when the user is satisfied.
The first RL algorithm to have been considered for DM
training is based on Monte Carlo sampling [4], [5]. This
approach requires applying sub-optimal policies a large number of times to measure their performance so as to improve
iteratively the quality of the interaction. This process is called
on-policy learning because the currently learnt policy has to
be tested to get improved. However, this is not applicable to
real users, as it may be quite annoying if the tested policies
are far from optimal. Moreover, this algorithm requires a
huge amount of interactions to provide good solutions (no
sample efficiency). For these reasons, user simulators have
been proposed to train DMs by interaction with artificial
users [6], [7], [8]. However, a modeling bias is introduced.
The learnt behaviour may consequently not fit for any real
user but only for the simulated average user [9], [10].
A better alternative would be to directly use data sampled
according to a sub-optimal but acceptable policy. This policy
can typically be provided by the data which are used to
train the user simulator and are obtained by letting the user
interact with a handcrafted DM or with a wizard-of-the-Oz
system [11]. The corpus could be used to learn the underlying
MDP (or some approximation) to compute an exact solution to
the control problem [1], [12]. Yet, the dialogue system must be
very simple so that all the situations (contexts) can be enumerated. This way, transition probabilities between contexts could
be estimated from data and be used to solve the optimisation
problem by dynamic programming [13]. The conditions for
using such a method are rarely met in real applications because
of obvious scalability problems. Another way to use the corpus
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would be to infer directly an optimal policy by observing
the sub-optimal policy followed in the data without explicitly
building a complete model of the MDP. This is known as offpolicy learning: the agent learning an optimal policy does not
have to apply its current estimation to test it. The learning
can be done offline, using previously collected data. Yet,
collecting and annotating data can be very costly so algorithms
learning good controllers with as few examples as possible
would be preferred. This is known as sample efficiency.
Such an approach avoids needing a user simulator. The user
modelling bias is consequently lowered (some inherent bias
from available data still remains). Some recent works based on
(batch) approximate dynamic programming [14], [15] follow
this line of work. However, approximations are made during
the process. Optimality is not strictly guaranteed. Indeed, the
user population present in the collected data may not cover all
of the possible behaviours. Another batch algorithm has been
used in [16] where a hybrid reinforcement learning algorithm
based on SARSA(λ) was developed. However, this algorithm
is known to slowly converge and in the article, the space
spanned by the features used for the approximation is not rich
enough.
Therefore, the property of an algorithm to learn online while
interacting with the user may still be interesting. Assume
that a good sub-optimal initial policy has been found by
either some sample efficient off-policy RL algorithm or by
hand. Continuing the learning during the interaction with the
user while using the currently estimated policy could improve
the interaction. Thus, sample efficient algorithms are still required to learn quickly without impacting the user experience.
Learning while controlling the system also implies a dilemma
between exploration and exploitation. At each interaction the
DM must choose between a decision assumed to be optimal
so far (exploitation) or a sub-optimal action which aims at
collecting more information about the optimal policy without
guarantee (exploration). The exploration phase is necessary but
should be really cautious in order to avoid annoying the user.
Many schemes exist to handle this dilemma but most of them
require a confidence information about current estimates to
be provided, see for example [17]. The proposed algorithm
should be thus based on a probabilistic model. Very little
work has been done in this direction. In [18] and [19], the
authors use Gaussian Processes (GP) while in [20] a Natural
Actor Critic (NAC) algorithm is used. It has to be noticed that
these algorithms only provide online and on-policy learning.
This can be a drawback since they are unable to deal with
non-stationarity. Indeed, this kind of learning implies direct
changes in the policy thus a non-stationarity. The user may
also get used to the DM over the interactions and therefore
may change her behaviour over time which introduces nonstationarities. The DM should be able to react to this change.
In other words, adaptive RL algorithms able to handle nonstationarities would better suit for an online training of the
DM.
The learning of a policy is very often done through the
learning of a so-called action-value function. This function
roughly measures the average cumulative reward that can be
expected from a context by following a given policy. This
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function must be computed for every context and even more
additionally for each possible action. In the case of complex
problems such as DM, this function cannot be represented
exactly because the number of possible contexts is too large.
The context often lies in a multidimensional continuous space.
An approximate architecture must consequently be chosen.
Linear parameterisations are standard for RL algorithms (e.g.,
Radial Basis Function –RBF– networks) while non-linear parameterisations are less usual. However such a representation
may be desirable. For example, multi-layered artificial neural
networks are known to be universal approximators. They allow
handling large input spaces (i.e., dialogue states) therefore
addressing the curse of dimensionality. Thus, an RL algorithm
for DM should be able to handle non-linear architectures.
To sum up, a good RL algorithm for DM training should
exhibit the following properties:
• on- and off-policy learning,
• addressing the dilemma between exploration and exploitation (so estimation of uncertainty),
• supporting linear or non-linear parameterisation,
• sample efficiency and adaptivity.
This paper argues that the Kalman Temporal Differences
(KTD) framework [21] to be presented in Sec. III, satisfies
all of these properties. This framework is thus suitable for all
phases of Dialogue Management policy learning.
Before this, we introduce some necessary background on
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and on the modelling
of DM as a sequential decision problem. Our claims are
supported by a series of experiments on two well established dialogue management frameworks, DIPPER [22] and
HIS [23], see Sec.IV and Sec. V. Sec. VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
This section briefly reviews the paradigm on which is
based reinforcement learning: the Markov Decision Processes
(MDP). Then, the casting of the DM problem as an MDP is
presented.
A. Markov Decision Processes
Formally, an MDP is a tuple {S, A, P, R, γ} where S is
the (possibly continuous) state space, A is the discrete action
space, P is a set of Markovian transition probabilities, R :
S × A × S → R is the reward function, and γ ∈ [0 , 1] is
the discount factor (discounting long term rewards). At each
time step t, the environment is in a state st and the agent
chooses an action at according to some mapping from states
to actions called a policy, π : S → A. The state then changes to
st+1 according to the Markovian transition probability, st+1 ∼
p(.|st , at ), and the agent is rewarded by rt = R(st , at , st+1 ).
The goal of the agent is to find a policy which maximises
the expected discounted cumulative reward. This quantity is
called the value
P function and is defined for a given policy as
V π (s) = E[ t≥0 γ t rt |s0 = s, π] ∈ RS . In other words, the
goal is to find π ∗ ∈ arg maxπ V π . For this sake, the actionvalue function (or Q-function) is defined. This function adds a
degree
on the first action to be chosen: Qπ (s, a) =
P of freedom
t
E[ t≥0 γ rt |s0 = s, a0 = a, π] ∈ RS×A .
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The (action-) value function of any optimal policy π ∗
is noted (Q∗ ) V ∗ . If Q∗ is known, an optimal policy can
be directly computed by being greedy according to this Qfunction:
π ∗ (s) ∈ arg max Q∗ (s, a).
a

Using the Markovian property, the action-value function of
a given policy π satisfies the (linear) Bellman evaluation
equation:
Qπ (st , at ) = Est+1 |st ,at [rt + γQπ (st+1 , π(st+1 ))].
In order to find the optimal policy, this equation can be used
within a policy iteration scheme. An initial policy π0 is chosen.
At iteration i, the policy πi is evaluated, that is the related
Q-function is computed thanks to the Bellman evaluation
equation. Then, the policy πi+1 is defined as being greedy respectively to Qπi : πi+1 (s) ∈ arg maxa Qπi (s, a). If the model
is unknown, the action-value function can be estimated from
interactions using the TD-Q (Temporal Difference algorithm
applied to the Q-function [3]) algorithm for example (αt being
a learning rate):
Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at )+αt (rt +γQ(st+1 , at+1 )−Q(st , at )).
Moreover, to learn in an online fashion, an asynchronous and
optimistic approach can be adopted. A greedy step can be
taken at each iteration. In order not to get stuck, an exploration
scheme should be added. For example, an -greedy policy can
be chosen: at each time step, the greedy action is taken with
probability 1 −  and a random action otherwise. Overall, this
gives the well known SARSA algorithm [3].
Now, the direct estimation of the optimal action-value
∗
function Q∗ = Qπ may be preferred. This is possible using
the (non-linear) Bellman optimality equation:
Q∗ (st , at ) = Est+1 |st ,at [rt + γ max Q∗ (st+1 , a)].
a

The value iteration approach uses the fixed-point property of
this equation to compute iteratively its unique solution. This
is of interest: if a sampling approach is chosen, assuming
the model (transition and reward function) is not known (for
example, the Q-learning algorithm), the learning of the optimal
Q-function from trajectories sampled according to an arbitrary
policy is possible (as long as the policy is explorative enough).
We recall the Q-learning update:
Q(st , at ) ← Q(st , at )+αt (rt +γ max Q(st+1 , a)−Q(st , at )).
a

We already mentionned that if the model is unknown (which
is the case for SDS), the estimation of the action-value function
relies on sampling (that is, interaction with the environment).
However, the state space may be too large to allow an exact
representation of this function. An approximation architecture has consequently to be adopted. For example, a linear
parameterisation can be used: Q̂θ (s, a) = θT Φ(s, a). The
feature vector Φ(s, a) is a set of p basis functions to be
chosen beforehand and θ ∈ Rp is the set of parameters
to be learnt. A non-linear parameterisation such as a multilayered artificial neural network can also be chosen. In this
case, the Q-function Q̂θ is parameterised by the weights of
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the synaptic connections. The learning is much more complex
in this case, especially for reinforcement learning. Classic
algorithms such as TD cannot be shown to be convergent with
such architectures [24].
Given some architecture Q̂θ , the aim is to estimate from
samples an approximate solution to one of the Bellman equations.
B. Casting the DM problem as an MDP
The casting of the dialogue management problem into
the Markovian decision process framework is presented now.
A first thing to define is the dialogue state. A natural
choice would be to consider the output of the speech recogniser/semantic analyser. However, this would cause a problem
of partial observability. This could be handled by the POMDP
(Partially Observed MDP) framework, but this is much more
complex [25]. Instead of using this approach, we consider here
the Information State Paradigm [26]. The SDSs we consider
are goal-oriented. The objective can be summarised as filling a
certain number of slots (e.g., for a ticket booking problem, the
date, the destination and possibly the accommodation). This
paradigm provides a component which indicates for each slot
some confidence level (zero if never asked, one if the user
was well understood, possibly with confirmation asked from
the DM), which summarises the history of the dialogue. For
the HIS system, this approach is enhanced with a summary
space [27] which selects the most relevant and plausible
hypotheses (due to the high and variable number of slots to
be filled). In any case, we refer to it as the dialogue state (or
state for short).
To conduct the dialogue, the DM may ask to fill a slot
or to confirm it, to greet the user, to provide information,
or any combination. These acts form the action set. The
transition probabilities are not analytically known, but they can
be sampled simply by letting the user and the DM interact.
The reward is given to penalize long dialogues. So each turn
in the dialogue is punished and a more informative reward
is provided when the DM gives the required information to
the user. Designing the reward is not an easy task and other
solutions may be considered [28], [29], [30].
III. T HE K ALMAN T EMPORAL D IFFERENCES F RAMEWORK
The Kalman filter [31] is a prominent signal processing
algorithm. This filter aims at inferring some hidden variables
provided related observations. It is important to notice that
Kalman filtering differs from Bayesian filtering. Indeed, the
Bayesian filter aims at computing the complete posterior
distribution conditioned on past observations of the hidden
variables. A Kalman filter only focuses on the first and
second moments of this distribution, as a consequence of
constrained linear updates. They are equal only when Gaussian
distributions and linear models are concerned.
In this framework, the hidden variables are modelled as a
random vector. This vector is allowed to evolve over time
through an evolution equation. The hidden variables are linked
to some observations through an observation equation. The
goal is to infer, in an online manner, the hidden variables at
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each time step given the past observations and their equations.
The Kalman filter provides the best linear estimator which
minimises the mean squared error conditioned on past observations. The estimator is linear in the sense that the update
of the hidden variables is linear according to the predicted
observation error. The Kalman Temporal Differences (KTD)
framework [21] adapts this popular approach to the actionvalue function estimation problem.
More precisely, a parametric representation Q̂θ of the
action-value function is adopted. The hidden variables to be
inferred are the components of the parameter vector θ. The
first thing to do is to assess a related evolution equation. As
there is no reason to assume a specific evolution model for
this parameter vector, an Occam’s razor principle is applied
and a random walk is considered: θt = θt−1 + vt , with vt a
white noise of covariance matrix Pvt . This allows taking into
account non-stationarity. This is of interest if the behaviour
of the user evolves (without harming the case where this
behaviour is stationary). The observations are the rewards
(and associated transitions). They are linked to the hidden
parameters through one of the sampled Bellman equations. If
the evaluation equation is considered, the observation equation
is rt = Q̂θt (st , at ) − γ Q̂θt (st+1 , at+1 ) + nt . The terme nt is
a white noise of covariance matrix Pnt . This noise takes into
account the fact that the sampled Bellman equation is used
and not the true Bellman equation. Similarly, the Bellman
optimality equation can be considered: rt = Q̂θt (st , at ) −
γ maxa Q̂θt (st+1 , a)+nt . Put together, this gives the following
model of evolution and observation equations:
(
θt = θt−1 + vt
rt = gt (θt ) + nt
with
(
Q̂θt (st , at ) − γ Q̂θt (st+1 , at+1 ) (evaluation)
gt (θt ) =
Q̂θt (st , at ) − γ maxa Q̂θt (st+1 , a) (optimality).
If the evaluation equation is used in the algorithm, we call it
KTD-SARSA whereas if the optimality equation is used, we
call it KTD-Q. Provided the model, KTD is the best linear
estimator minimising the mean squared error between the
true parameter vector θt and its estimation θ̂t , conditioned on
past observations (past rewards r1:t = r1 . . . rt ). The error is
Jt (θ) = E[kθt − θk2 |r1:t ] and θ̂t = arg minθ, linear update Jt (θ).
Further details are provided in [21]. Only the main points
are given here. The KTD algorithm is made of four steps: an
initialisation step, a prediction step, a step to compute some
statistics of interest and finally a correction step.
The initialisation step consists in choosing the priors θ0 and
P0|0 (Pt|t = cov(θ − θ̂t|t |r1:t )). The notation •i|j represents
the estimation of the variable • at time step i knowing the
previous samples from time step 0 to time step j (j ≤ i).
Then, for each of the transitions, the second, third, and fourth
steps are repeated. The second step is the prediction step:
(
θ̂t|t−1 = θ̂t−1|t−1 ,
Pt|t−1 = Pt−1|t−1 + Pvt .
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During the third step, some statistics of interest are computed:



r̂t|t−1 = E[g
h t (θt )|r1:t−1 ],
i
Pθrt


P
rt

= E (θt − θ̂t|t−1 )(gt (θt ) − r̂t )|r1:t−1 ,


= E (gt (θt ) − r̂t|t−1 )2 |r1:t−1 + Pnt .

The scalar r̂t is the prediction of the reward given the currently
estimated parameter vector (and thus the current estimate of
the Q-function). Finally, the correction step is made using the
statistics just updated:

−1

Kt = Pθrt Prt ,
(1)
θ̂t|t = θ̂t|t−1 + Kt (rt − r̂t|t−1 ),


T
Pt|t = Pt|t−1 − Kt Prt Kt .
The term Kt is the Kalman gain, and rt − r̂t is actually
a temporal difference error. The second equation of Eq. (1)
is a Widrow-Hoff equation. Among all Widrow-Hoff-like
updates of the parameter vector (for example, the classical TD
algorithm is of this form), KTD is the one minimising the conditional mean squared error, that is Jt (θ) = E[kθt − θk2 |r1:t ].
KTD is a second order algorithm and is thus sample efficient
(contrary to SARSA and Q-learning which are gradientdescent-like thus first-order methods). By means of the random
walk evolution model, the parameters are allowed to evolve. In
other words, non-stationarity is taken into account. Therefore,
KTD can be safely used in an optimistic policy iteration
scheme and is able to track the possible changes in the user
behaviour.
As seen during the description of the KTD framework, some
parameters must be chosen: the variance of the observation
noise Pnt , the initial values of θ̂0|0 and P0|0 , and the variance
of the process noise Pvt . To have a hint about how to choose
them, we recall the expression of the mean squared error
(theorem 2 of [21]) minimised by the KTD algorithm (without
evolution noise):
t
X
1
(rj − gi (θ))2 + (θ − θ0 )T P0−1 (θ − θ0 ) (2)
Jt (θ) =
P
n
j
j=0

The θ̂0|0 vector can be initialised to a default value or, if
known, a value near the optimal one. The P0|0 matrix translates
the certainty the user has in the prior θ̂0|0 . It appears in
Eq.(2) as a regularisation term. A common initialisation for
this matrix is λId. Only one parameter (λ) has thus to be
chosen instead of p2 parameters (p being the number of
parameters to learn). The higher λ the less certain θ̂0|0 is.
The observation noise Pnt represents the confidence about the
ability of the chosen parameterisation to represent the true Qfunction. Additionally, the evolution noise is chosen so that
Pvt = ηPθt−1|t−1 with 0 < η  1. The effect of this heuristic
is to put more emphasis on more recent data (it acts as a
forgetting factor).
The statistics of interest required for the Kalman gain such
as the predicted reward r̂t|t−1 can be analytically computed if
the observation equation is linear (Bellman evaluation equation
and linear parameterisation). Otherwise, they can be computed
efficiently using a derivative-free approximation scheme, the
unscented transform (UT) [32]. The derivative-free aspect
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is particularly interesting for two reasons. First, non-linear
architectures such as neural networks can easily be taken
into account without requiring the computation of gradient
through back-propagation. Second, the Bellman optimality
equation, which is not derivable everywhere because of the
max operator, can be used. Therefore, the KTD framework
allows off-policy learning.
Recall that the parameter vector θ is modelled as a random
variable. The Q-function Qθ (st , at ) is consequently a random
variable itself. It is thus possible to compute the mean of
the Q-function µQ,θ̂t (s, a) = Eθ̂t [Q̂θt (s,a) ] (possibly using
the UT). This quantity can be used to take decisions (e.g.,
by selecting the greedy action). The associated variance of
the Q-function can also be computed (still possibly using the
2
UT): σQ,
(s, a) = varθ̂t [Q̂θt (s, a)]. As announced before,
θ̂t
this can be particularly useful for the exploration-exploitation
dilemma [17]. For example, in the experiments we consider
the bonus-greedy scheme (see Sec. V). Others schemes have
been proposed in [33]. This one was the most efficient. When
using the bonus-greeedy exploration, the chosen action is the
one which maximises
µQ,θ̂t (s, a) + β

2
(s, a)
σQ,
θ̂
t

2
β0 + σQ,
(s, a)
θ̂

,

t

where β and β0 are some meta-parameters. When the uncertainty about the action-value function estimate for the state2
action couple (s, a) is high, the variance σQ,
(s, a) is high
θ̂t
and a bonus (of value up to β) is given for the choice of this
action, favoring exploration. As the state space is explored,
the uncertainty decreases and the variance tends to be low,
favoring the choice of the greedy action.
To sum up, KTD is a sample efficient framework by its
very principles. Off-policy learning and non-linear parameterisation can be performed by means of the UT derivative-free
approximation scheme. By using the random walk evolution
equation, it is also adaptive. The parameters being modelled as
random vectors, an uncertainty information about the currently
estimated action-value function is provided (for any stateaction couple). This is useful for the exploration-exploitation
dilemma. These are all the properties we advocated to be
important for DM training in Sec. I. The next section illustrates
this empirically.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL SETUP
We present here the two dialogue management frameworks
considered in this paper and the Q-function representation used
for the experiments.

A. Considered SDSs
Two dialogue management frameworks are considered for
the experiments, namely DIPPER and HIS. Both of them are
tools which allow a SDS designer to write or learn dialogue
management rules.

1) The choice of two systems: To avoid or at least minimise
the impact of simulation on our conclusions, the algorithms
are trained in two quite different contexts. Firstly, the two
user simulators are different: the first one is an agenda-based
simulator (with HIS) while the other one is based on n-grams
(with DIPPER). Second, the way the state spaces are built
is also different (see Tab. 1). Although this will not replace
evaluation on real users, it exhibits the capability of KTD
to adapt when experimental conditions change drastically.
Switching to real users can thus be considered as a new change
in the learning conditions to which we expect KTD to be
robust.
2) DIPPER: The first one is the DIPPER system (Dialogue
Prototyping Equipment & Resources) built by the University
of Edinburgh [22]. This system implements a slot filling
problem for a tourist information task. The problem is to fillin three slots: (i) the location of a restaurant, (ii) the type of
cuisine and (iii) its price range. In this article, the experiments
on the DIPPER system are conducted using an n-gram user
simulator [34]. One has to notice that the system has also been
tested with real users in [35]. The MDP which results from
the DIPPER system is described Fig. 1.
3) HIS: The second DM framework is the HIS system
(Hidden Information State) developed by the University of
Cambridge [23]. This system also implements a slot filling
problem in a similar domain (tourist information), this time
with 12 slots. More information about the venues is thus available and the user can ask for hotels and bars, choose the type
of music, etc. In this article, experiments on the HIS system
are conducted with an agenda-based user simulator [36]. The
HIS system has also been successfuly tested with real users
in [37], [38]. In the experiments, the speech understanding
error rate is set to 10% by using an error simulator. Some
details about the MDP which results from the HIS system is
described Fig. 1.(a whole description is provided in [39]).
B. Baseline
In order to illustrate the different aspects of the KTD
framework, a comparison is made with some state-of-the-art
algorithms.
The two standard algorithms, SARSA and Q-learning [3]
are used since they must be the most common algorithms in
RL. The SARSA algorithm illustrates the on-policy and online
approach. Whereas the Q-learning, which is an off-policy
algorithm, may be used in both online and offline approaches.
For these two algorithms, one must choose a learning rate α.
The third baseline algorithm, fitted-Q [40], is based on
approximate dynamic programming. The fitted-Q algorithm is
an off-policy and batch algorithm and known to be sample
efficient.
The fourth algorithm used as a baseline is Least Square
Policy Iteration (LSPI) [41], [42]. This algorithm is also
known to be sample-efficient. The representation of the Qfunction for the function approximation needs here to be linear.
The last baseline is the Gaussian Process Temporal Differences (GPTD) algorithm [43], which is online and on-policy.
In this Bayesian approach, the Q-function is modelled as a
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State Space
•
•

DIPPER

•
•

HIS

Fig. 1.

Action Space
•

3

3 continuous components S = [0 , 1] .
Each slot value is the average between the filling
and confirmation confidences provided by the
speech recognition module.
4 components S = [0 , 1]2 × [[0 , 21]] × [[0 , 5]].
s =< s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 >: s1 and s2 represent the
confidence associated with the two most probable dialogue histories, s3 is the most probable
user action, s4 is the estimation of the user goal.

•
•

Contains 13 different actions.
E.g. “ask-slot”, “explicit-confirm”,
“implicit-confim”.

•
•

Contains 12 summary actions.
E.g. “confirm”, “repeat”, etc.

•

•
•

Reward function
Each turn penalised by −1.
At the end of a dialogue:
+25 & −75 for resp. correct
& incorrect fillings, −300
for empty slots.
Each turn penalised by −1.
At the end of a dialogue:
+20 if the task is fulfiled, 0
if not.

γ

0.95

0.95

Details about how the dialogue management problem is cast into an MPD for the two systems, DIPPER and HIS.

Gaussian process (that is, a set of jointly Gaussian random
variables). The prior distribution of the process is entirely
known by its mean and variance. The representation of the
Q-function is non-parametric and linear. The representation
is built iteratively using an online sparsification method [44].
GPTD has already been used for DM in [18] and [19].
C. Q-function representation
1) The DIPPER system: For all of the algorithms tested
with the DIPPER system, the Q-function is represented using
a linear parameterisation. This parameterisation is built by
means of one Radial Basis Function (RBF) network per action
(13 actions are available). Each RBF network has three equispaced Gaussian functions ϕ per dimension, each one with a
standard deviation of σ = 13 (recall that state variables range
from 0 to 1).
The corresponding feature vector Φ, defined for each s ∈ S
and each a ∈ A, is: Φ(s, a) = [δa,a1 φT (s), . . . , δa,a13 φT (s)]
with φ(s) = [1, ϕ1 (s), ϕ2 (s), . . . , ϕ27 (s)] and δ the Kronecker
delta. The ϕ vector
is defined
as follows: for i ∈ 1 . . . 27:


2
ik
th
ϕi (s) = exp − ks−s
,
s
RBF center.
2
i being the i
2σ
3
Therefore, there are 364 (i.e., (3 + 1) × 13) parameters.
2) The HIS system: Two different parameterisations of the
Q-function are used with the HIS system: a linear one based
on an RBF network and a non-linear one based on an artificial
neural network (ANN). All of the algorithms tested with the
HIS system use the linear representation. The KTD framework
is tested with an ANN. It has to be recalled here that KTD-Q
is a second-order algorithm (so sample efficient) able to deal
with a double non-linearity. A first non-linearity is introduced
by the max operator in the optimality Bellman’s equation. A
second non-linearity is introduced with the ANN.
The first parameterisation is based on an RBF network per
action (12 actions are available). Three equi-spaced Gaussian
functions ϕ are used in each continuous dimension to tile
1
2
the 2D space spanned by
√ s and s . Each of them has a
standard deviation σ = 0.2. The basis function Φ defined
for each s ∈ S and for each a ∈ A is built as follow:
ΦT (s, a) = [δa,a1 φT (s), . . . , δa,a12 φT (s)] with φT (s) =
[1, ϕ11 (s1 , s2 ), . . . , ϕ33 (s1 , s2 ), δs3 ,0 , . . . , δs3 ,21, δs4 ,0 , . . . , δs4 ,5 ]
ks1 −si k2 +ks2 −sj k2
and ϕji (s1 , s2 ) = exp −
, (si , sj ) being
2σ 2
the RBF centers equi-spaced in [0 , 1] × [0 , 1]. The dimension

of the feature vector which is equal to the number of
parameters to learn is thus : (1 + 9 + 22 + 6) · 12 = 456.
The second parameterisation is a non-linear one based on
an ANN. A neural network is considered since it can represent
a complex function with a compact structure and a small
number of parameters. We use an ANN with one hidden
layer. The ANN is built as follows. The input vector I(s, a)
has 42 components: the first two contain the values of s1
and s2 respectively, the next 22 are used to represent the
s3 value, the next 6 are used to represent the s4 value, and
the last 12 are used to represent the action a. The vector
H(s, a) representing the values of the hidden neurons has
8 components (this number beeing chosen by the designer).
The output vector O(s, a) has only one component since
this neuron regresses the Q-function (Q : S × A → R).
The parameters of the representation are the synaptic weights
between the differents layers. The number of parameters to
link the input layer to the hidden layer is 42 · 8 (each neuron
of the input layer is linked to the ones of the hidden layer).
The number of parameters to link the hidden layer to the
output layer is (8 + 1) · 1. A neuron which value is set to
1 is always added when using an ANN. The total number of
parameters of this representation is thus 42 · 8 + 9 = 345. One
advantage of using an ANN is its ability to deal with larger
state spaces. For example, if we want to add a third confidence
score associated with the third most probable dialogue history
in the state space (see Sec. IV-A), the input vector of the
ANN will only be increased by one. The new number of
parameters would be thus (42 + 1) · 8 + (8 + 1) · 1 = 353
(only about 2.5% of parameters added). On the other hand,
if we would add a continuous dimension in the state space
while using an RBF network, three Gaussians would have
to be added. Thus, the new number of parameters would be
((1+33 )+22+6)·12 = 672 (about 32% of parameters added).
The larger the number of parameters, the more difficult the
learning is. The HIS system has been tested with an increased
state space in [19].
V. R ESULTS
This section using experimental results illustrates the advantages of employing KTD for dialogue optimisation. Here,
we study each of the problems outlined in the introduction
(Sec. I).
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A first important feature for an algorithm applied to dialogue
management is its ability to learn in an uncontrolled way
from a fixed set of data. This property is useful when logs
of interactions have already been collected. In this case, the
use of an off-policy approach is more interesting. Indeed,
the optimal policy can direclty be learnt by processing data
generated with a sub-optimal one. We compare the KTD-Q
algorithm with LSPI and Q-learning while using the DIPPER
and HIS systems. The comparison with fitted-Q is added in
the DIPPER case. An on-policy approach could also be used
with a fixed set of data but the approach is less interesting
since the policy can only be evaluated (no better policy can
be computed). This aspect is not presented in this article but
is in [16].
The other interesting aspect a DM should have is the ability
to learn a policy while being controlled. The answers of the
user influence the learning of the policy: an improved policy
is presented to the user each time an interaction takes place.
The learning can be on-policy and controlled: after each
interaction, the policy presented to the user is improved until
a stabilisation on a good policy is reached. The KTD-SARSA
algorithm is compared to SARSA for both DIPPER and HIS
systems. A comparison with GPTD is added with the HIS
system. Since the learning is controlled, it must be safe. Indeed
the learnt policy is direclty shown to the user. Algorithms
which provide uncertainty information to lead safe exploration
are thus of great interest. This aspect of the KTD-SARSA
algorithm is shown with both the DIPPER and HIS systems.
Finally, the controlled setting can be used in an off-policy
approach. The exploration should still be safe to show a good
policy to the user. In an off-policy approach, the learnt policy
(here the optimal one) is different from the one used for
control. The KTD-Q algorithm is compared to Q-learning with
the DIPPER and HIS systems. The choice of the on- or offpolicy learning is in the designer’s hands. An advantage could
be that, if the learning stops for any reason, the off-policy
approach would provide an estimate of the optimal policy
whereas an on-policy approach would go on playing the same
policy.
Since the sample efficiency aspect is an intrinsic property of
the KTD framework, it is considered in each presented result.
A. Experimental conditions
The values of the parameters under different experimental
conditions are presented here. All the curves represent the
mean discounted cumulative reward with respect to the size of
the training datasets. There are two types of curves. The first
type is where the learnt policy is tested. Here, the next action
is chosen greedily with respect to the learnt Q-function. The
second type of curve presents the mean discounted cumulative
reward got during the learning of the control policy. A different exploration scheme can be adopted during this learning.
The associated standard deviations are added to the results.
Because of implementation contraints, results are shown with
respect to a number of samples for the DIPPER system while
they are presented with respect to the number of dialogues
for the HIS system. A sample is a dialogue turn between the
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user and the system. In the case of the HIS system, for sake
of comparison, the number of samples can be deduced from
the number of dialogues. Indeed, the reward depends on the
length of the dialogue. For example, if the mean discounted
cumulative reward is 14 for a set of 50 training dialogues,
since the maximum reward that can be obtained is 20 and that
each turn a penalty of −1 is given, the average length of the
dialogue is 20 − 14 = 6 turns. The number of samples is thus
approximately 6 · 50 = 300. For the sake of readability of the
figures, the conversion into number of samples has not been
done.
1) The DIPPER system: The learning rate α for the Qlearning and SARSA algorithms is chosen to be 0.2 and
divided by two after every 104 interactions (similarly to what
is done in [45]). For all the algorithms, the initial parameter
vector θ0 is set to 0.001. For KTD, η = 0, Pnt = 1 and
P0|0 = 1·Id. When an -greedy scheme is used for exploration,
 is set to 0.1. When a bonus-greedy exploration is used,
β = 5 and β0 = 1. As far as the curves are considered,
each algorithm is trained 8 times and each obtained policy is
tested 50 times.
2) The HIS system: The learning rate α is set to 0.1 for
Q-learning and SARSA. For all the algorithms, the initial
parameter vector θ0 is set to 0. For KTD, η = 0.001,
Pnt = 0.1 and P0|0 = 1 · Id. When an -greedy scheme is
used for exploration,  is set to 0.1. When a bonus-greedy
exploration is used, β = 1000 and β0 = 100. As far as the
curves are considered, the Q-learning and SARSA are trained
250 times and LSPI, KTD, and GPTD are trained 50 times.
The number of trials is different because more time is needed
to compute solutions with LSPI, KTD and GPTD since there
are matrix inversions. Each obtained policy is tested 1000
times.
For both systems, the parameters have been found by trials
and errors. They may not be the best ones but they gave
consistent results.
B. Batch learning in an off-policy approach
In this section, we present the ability of KTD-Q to learn
in a batch and off-policy fashion. The optimal policy is learnt
while observing data generated with a sub-optimal policy. We
will call this policy the “behavioural policy”. This approach
is similar to the ones used in [15], [16], [14].
For both systems, the behavioural policy is recalled on the
graphs. The policy is not provided as a baseline but only
to show that there is no need for a good initial policy. The
behavioural policy must nevertheless sufficiently explore the
state-space. Indeed, the off-policy algorithms cannot infer a
good policy in situations which have not been encountered in
the training set.
A first experiment is done with the DIPPER system and
a n-gram user model. A similar experiment has been done
in [46]. The behavioural policy is a handcrafted policy aiming
at filling each slot by explicitly asking before closing the
dialogue combined with random actions. With a probability
, the system acts randomly, and with a probability 1 − , the
system acts according to the specified policy. Random actions
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Fig. 2. [DIPPER] Results of KTD-Q (and other algorithms), data being
sampled according to some handcrafted policy (no control).

Fig. 3. [HIS] Results of KTD-Q compared to LSPI and Q-learning when a
set of fixed data is provided (no control).

are chosen among “reasonable actions”: a set of hand-crafted
rules prevents the DM from making inconsistent decisions. For
example, a rule prevents the DM from confirming a slot while
it has never been asked for before. Random choices ensure the
state-action space to be sufficiently explored.
Results are shown in Fig. 2 (abscissa in logarithmic scale).
No standard deviation is plotted for the behavioural policy
for sake of legibility since the variance was really high.
For the other curves, when the average cumulative reward
is around 0, that means that the agent did not learn to stop
the dialogue. Therefore the associated standard deviation is
low. Fitted-Q and LSPI curves start only at 5.103 samples:
these algorithms require inverting some matrices which are too
badly conditioned below a few thousands of samples (knowing
that we have a few hundreds of parameters). A common
method to avoid poor conditioned matrix is to introduce an
L2 regularisation. The method has been tested without any
success on this particular problem: the learnt policies return
poor results. That is why results are not reported here. Qlearning learns very slowly. The best learnt policy is not even
as good as the hand-coded one after 5.104 interactions. This
is compliant with the literature [45].
With the DIPPER system, the KTD-Q algorithm learns good
policies after only a few hundreds of transitions and in a stable
manner (variance is decreasing). Another interesting aspect is
its ability to provide good policies when there are not enough
samples for fitted-Q or LSPI to learn a good policy. The
corresponding amount of dialogues can be easily collected in
real applications to learn optimal policies with KTD-Q. Also,
the variance is much lower with KTD after 5000 turns than
for LSPI meaning that results are more reproducible even if
the mean is a little bit lower with the KTD algorithm.
The off-policy and batch approach has also been tested with
the HIS system. The data of the behavioural policy have been
collected while learning policies with a SARSA algorithm with
an -greedy exploration ( = 0.3 to ensure a good exploration
of the state space). The results are presented in Fig. 3. For each
of the training phases, the algorithms have used the same data.
Both LSPI and KTD-Q give satisfying results. With the HIS,
the regularised version of LSPI gives satisfying results even
when the size of the training data set is not large. All the more,

one has to pay attention while comparing the Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
The first point of the LSPI curve of Fig. 3 corresponds of a
training set of 50 dialogues which average length are around
15 turns. The number of training samples is thus 50·15 = 750
(for a number of parameters to learn around 350). In Fig. 2,
the first point of the LSPI curve (pay attention, log scale) is
plotted for 5000 samples.
With few samples, the learnt optimal policy is good. The
results given by the Q-learning algorithm are not so bad but
not as good as those returned by KTD-Q and LSPI. It has to
be noticed that the learning seems to be easier with the HIS
system since the state space is carefully tuned: the summary
state space is quite informative.
To conclude this subsection, the KTD-Q algorithm gives
consistant results with both systems. The variance seems to
be higher in the KTD-Q case with the HIS system. The fact
that the data are processed several times with fitted-Q and
LSPI can be mentioned to explain the differences between the
algorithms. Indeed, each data sample is only processed one
time with KTD since it is an online algorithm.
C. Online learning in an on-policy approach: the need to deal
with safe exploration
In this section, we compare KTD-based algorithms when
used in an on-policy and online setting. We present first a
comparison of online and on-policy algorithms with a classical
-greedy exploration used for the control. KTD-SARSA is
compared with SARSA and GPTD while using the HIS
system. First, the parameterisation used for the Q-function
is linear (see IV-C). Results are shown in Fig. 4. For these
curves, each point is the result of an average made with a
sliding window of 100 points width. The results obtained
with KTD-SARSA are better of about 1.5 turn on average
than those got with GPTD. The results with SARSA are
worst. Two explanations arise to understand the fact that KTDSARSA gives better results than GPTD. The first reason can
be the differences in the Q-function representation. The second
reason can be that the KTD-SARSA is able to deal with nonstationarity by means of the evolution noise. Indeed, since
we are in a controlled case, the current policy varies which
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Fig. 5. [HIS] Results of KTD-SARSA with a non-linear representation of
the Q-function (controlled case).

Fig. 7. [HIS] Results of KTD-SARSA compared to GPTD when different
exploration schemes are used during the learning.

introduce non-stationarity. KTD-SARSA tracks the solution
while GPTD tries to converge to a fixed one.
Since the KTD-SARSA algorithm is able to handle nonlinearities, the on-policy and online approach is tested with
the ANN described Sec. IV-C. Results are shown in Fig. 5.
The different runs used to compute the mean are added on the
graph. They show the detailed behaviour of the ANN. Contrary
to the linear case, the learning is either very good or very poor.
The curve representing the average results presents thus poor
results with small sets of data. Anyway, after a reasonable
number of episodes, the non-linear parameterisation provides
as good results as those got with the RBF parameterisation.
Here, all the changes in the learnt policy are visible to the
user and might be annoying. This is why a safe exploration
scheme should be used. An uncertainty on the quality of
the estimation is provided by KTD so it is used to lead a
safe exploration. The bonus-greedy scheme is compared to a
standard -greedy one (see Sec. III).
For the DIPPER system, the results are shown in Fig. 6. The
SARSA algorithm using an -greedy exploration is recalled
on the graph. The KTD-SARSA algorithm is more sample
efficient than SARSA meaning that the user is less disturbed
by the exploration. Among the exploration schemes reported,
only one can be said “safe”. Indeed, the -greedy policy always
explores. Therefore, the bonus-greedy policy performs better

and is more stable after the learning has converged.
Different exploration schemes aer also compared for the
HIS system. Since the GPTD is also able to deal with safe
exploration (variance information is provided), the results
obtained with this algorithm are also plotted on Fig. 7. When a
safe exploration is led, the learning is of better quality. Indeed,
in both cases (KTD-SARSA and GPTD) the average of the
mean discounted cumulative reward got during the learning
with safe exploration is higher. The dialogue is shortened by
2 turns on average and KTD still outperforms GPTD.
To conclude this subsection, with both systems when safe
exploration and the KTD framework are used, the performance
is improved.
D. Online learning in an off-policy approach
In this section, dialogue optimisation is performed using
KTD based algorithms in a online and off-policy setting.
Here for control, the bonus-greedy method based on the
estimated Q-function is employed. This guarantees safe user
experience. The system is tested with both linear and nonlinear parameterisations.
Fig. 8 shows the performance of the system while using a
linear parameterisation. As a baseline, the performance of the
Q-learning algorithm is given. The GPTD results do not appear
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policy is either very poor or very good. The moment where the
learning switches and becomes good is not precisely defined.
This is typical of non-linear learning. It must be underlined
that KTD-Q has to deal with both the non-linearity introduced
by the optimality of Bellman’s operator and the non-linearity
of the neural network.
With a reasonable number of dialogues, the results are as
good as those obtained with a linear parameterisation. The
performance is not significantly improved but this result is nevertheless interesting. Indeed, good results are not guaranteed
(if not impossible) when a nonlinear parameterisation is used
in combination with other algorithms. Even if several examples
are provided with satisfactory results, the most famous being
the TD-Gammon presented in [47], the convergence of TD
algorithms is not guaranteed as shown in [24]. Moreover, the
KTD framework deals with second order algorithms. To our
knowledge, KTD is the only second order algorithm able to
deal with nonlinear value function approximation, appart [48].
Another advantage of using ANNs is that they can represent
richer function spaces with less parameters and could be easier
to design than RBF networks. This aspect has been presented
in [19].
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Fig. 9. [HIS] Results of KTD-Q with a non-linear representation of the
Q-function (controlled case).

on the graph since the off-policy approach is not handled by
this algorithm. Each point on the curves which represents the
control policy is the result of an average made with a sliding
window of 100 points width. This explains the fact that one
point is missing on these curves. At the end of the learning,
the two KTD-Q curves should converge towards the same
value. The convergence is not reached (training set too small),
probably because the exploration is not yet zero.
Since KTD is able to handle non-linearities, the online
learning in an off-policy and controlled approach is tested with
the ANN described Sec. IV-C. Results are given in Fig. 9. The
curves are plotted the same way as in Fig. 8. As discussed
earlier, for the Fig. 5, the learning is either very good or
very poor. The number of runs which give poor results is not
large. If we compare the two controlled approaches (Fig. 5 and
Fig. 9), the KTD-Q curve presents better results than KTDSARSA. KTD-Q using a linear (Fig. 8) and KTD-Q using a
non-linear parameterisation (Fig. 9) with training sets of data
big enough give roughly the same results.
E. Discussion about the non-linear parameterisation
The results of the KTD framework tested with a non-linear
parameterisation have been presented in Fig. 5 and Fig. 9. Each
run has been plotted on the figures in order to show precisely
the behaviour of the ANN-based KTD. For a single run, the

The goal of this paper is to provide with a unified framework
to address most of the aspects of the dialogue management
optimisation problem. In this context, we proposed to use
the Kalman Temporal Differences framework. This framework
allows learning efficiently in an off-policy manner: fixed
batches of data can thus be used to learn a strategy without
having to disturb users while learning. It also allows learning
in an online and controlled manner. Thus, starting from a good
policy learnt off-line, improvement can be learnt online with
real users. To minimise the impact on the user experience,
smart exploration schemes, based on uncertainty management,
are made possible. Finally, scalability properties are promising.
Indeed, non-linear parameterisations are handled by the KTD
framework, which makes compact representations of the Qfunction possible. This aspect requires more work to determine
automatically trials leading to poor results. The results seem
promising since the performance obtained with the unified
KTD framework compares favorably to the one obtained with
each of the different state-of-the-art algorithms able to deal
with one single property at once. Experiments were made in
quite different settings. A good clue is thus given about the
ability of the algorithms to adapt to various conditions, among
which interactions with real users.
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